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Accepting the hypothesis that the time-series "facts" of the aggregate labour market may 
be summarized by the linear autoregressive and moving average representations of wages, prices, 
unemployment, and interest rates implies that a useful theory ought to lead to predictions about 
these representations. Following this approach, this paper first catalogues many of the time-series 
facts about the aggregate labour market and then compares them against alternative models of 
the labour market based on the intertemporal substitution and staggered contract hypotheses. 

INTRODUCTION 

The inability of the empirical models of wage inflation built in the 1960s to predict the 
simultaneous high inflation and high unemployment of the 1970s led to their virtual 
demise and to a subsequent rebirth of interest in the theoretical foundations of these 
models. Both the empirical failure and the spate of theoretical work leave the impression 
with many economists that virtually any theory is likely to be consistent with the "facts" 
of the aggregate labour market, and that there simply are not enough facts to discriminate 
among leading candidates. 

At the same time, having learned the hard way from the poor performance of many 
models in the 1970s, econometric practice has changed so as to emphasize the importance 
of the dynamic structure of most time series data. In this new view parsimonious 
descriptions of the data are the autoregressive and moving average (ARMA) characteris- 
tics of the various time series that represent the data history of particular markets.' 
Since most of the cyclical characteristics of movements in labour market variables seem 
to be satisfactorily represented by relatively low order ARMA models, these representa- 
tions are then taken to be the "facts".' 

If the ARMA representations of labour market variables are an adequate description 
of the data, then it seems that a useful theory is one that likewise delivers a linear ARMA 
representation of the data. Tests of the theory then involve straightforward comparisons 
of the observed and predicted ARMA representations of the data.3 

In this paper we employ this research strategy by first summarizing the time series 
"facts" about the aggregate labour market with which a useful theory must be consistent. 
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Our empirical strategy is to first set out the unrestricted reduced forms from a vector 
autoregression that contains nominal wages, consumer prices, nominal interest rates, 
and unemployment. From there we are able to test and catalogue the "exclusion 
restrictions" that are consistent with the quarterly U.S. time series data. We then compare 
the facts against the predictions of several elegant and straightforward models due to 
Lucas (1973), Fischer (1977), and Taylor ( 1 9 8 0 ~ )  and others that satisfy our methodologi- 
cal criterion for a useful theory. These are also models of considerable practical 
significance, since the continuing debate over the effectiveness of monetary policy in 
stabilizing aggregate employment and output has been conducted around them. 

Much to our surprise, the facts are not only sufficient to discriminate among these 
models, they are also sufficient to demonstrate serious problems with at least the simplest 
specifications of all of them. 

1. THE TIME SERIES DATA 

Table I(a) provides one elementary description of the basic U.S. quarterly time series 
on the logarithm of the nominal wage (W), the logarithm of the consumer price index 
(P),the logarithm of the unemployment rate (U),and the 90 day Treasury Bill rate (R). 
In this study we have used average hourly straight time earnings in manufacturing as 
an index of aggregate wages. Precise data definitions and sources are contained in the 
Appendix. For each of these time series we present in Table I(a) the fourth order 
univariate autoregressions (AR4) obtained by least squares fit over the period indicated. 
In all cases here, and in subsequent tables, we have included seasonal dummy variables 
and linear and quadratic trend terms. 

Even the simple data analysis in Table I(a) is revealing because it suggests that these 
four time series have quite different properties. On the one hand, the nominal wage 

TABLE I(a) 

Univariate AR 4 representations 

Dependent variablea 
(Estimated standard errors in parentheses) 


Regressors W P U R 


Standard error 0.0046 0.0034 0.0688 0.0054 
B P ~  2.79 7.22 7.58 5.55 

(significance) (0.514) (0.125) (0.109) (0.234) 
KSc 0.07 0.11 0.12 0.08 

Notes : 
"All regressions cover 1956(1)-1980(1), and include linear and quadratic trends and quarterly 
dummy-variables. 

Box Pierce statistic. The statistic is defined as n x,k=,ĝ:, where n is the number of observations, 
flt is the ith estimated residual correlation, and k = 8 in this and subsequent Tables. The statistic 
has an asymptotic x2distribution with k - p  degrees of freedom, where p is the number of AR 
and MA coefficients estimated in the regression. The number in parentheses is the marginal 
significance of the test statistic. 
'Kolmogorov Smirnov statistic for estimated residual periodogram. The 5% critical value is 0.13. 
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rate may apparently be represented as an extremely low order process, perhaps an AR1. 
The consumer price index, on the other hand, apparently does not have such a low 
order representation, and significant coefficients appear at three of the four lags present. 
Higher order autoregressive terms are also important in the representations of unemploy- 
ment and interest rates.4 The similarity of the univariate representations of prices, 
unemployment and interest rates, and the difference between these three and the 
representation of wages, are remarkable. 

As an alternative to these pure AR representations, we give selected low order 
autoregressive moving average (ARMA) representations of each of the four time series 
in Table ~(b). '  The similarities and differences of the four series are even more apparent 
here. The ARMA (1,2) representation of nominal wages in the first column of the Table 

TABLE I(b) 

Univariate A R M A  representations 

Dependent variablea 
(Estimated standard errors in parentheses) 

W P U R 

MA 1 0.05 
(0.11) 


MA2 0.05 

(0.11) 


Standard error 0.0046 

BP (significance) 4.04 


(0.544) 

KS 0.06 


Note : 
"All regressions cover 1956(I)-1980(I) and include linear and quadratic trends and quarterly 
dummy variables. Estimates were obtained by numerically minimizing the conditional sum of 
squared errors of the regression, setting presample errors to zero. 

has small and insignificant moving average coefficients at one and two lags. Likewise, 
the estimated MA coefficients in the ARMA (2,2) representation of the consumer price 
index are both insignificant. On the other hand, the first order moving average coefficients 
estimated for both unemployment and interest rates are sizeable and statistically 
significant. Furthermore, while the addition of moving average errors to the representa- 
tion of prices does not alter the estimated AR part of the time series in any appreciable 
way, the same is not true for either unemployment or interest rates. In fact, while we 
do not present them here, ARMA (1, l )  representations of unemployment and interest 
rates appear to be as good descriptions of the two time series as ARMA ( 2 , l )  representa- 
tions. 

On the basis of Tables I(a) and I(b) we can identify a number of preliminary facts 
about the data in our analysis. First, nominal wages are well represented as an AR1 
process. Second, the price level is a higher order AR with complex roots capable of 
generating business-cycle like responses to innovations. Third, unemployment and inter- 
est rates are remarkably similar time series, with each series apparently admitting a 
parsimonious ARMA (1, 1) representation. Finally, the stochastic parts of each of these 
time series have largest roots that are not too far from, but always less than, unity.6 
Although it is slightly misleading to say so, rough lower order approximations to these 
series could accordingly be obtained by first differencing. In the case of nominal wages, 
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first differencing would lead to a (roughly) random series. With prices, first differencing 
would lead to a first order autoregression with a coefficient of (roughly) 0.7. And, in 
the case of unemployment and interest rates, first differencing would lead to a first order 
moving average process with a coefficient or (roughly) 0.50. 

In Table I1 we report the four variable vector autoregression fitted by least squares 
over the sample period indicated, again including four lags in each variable. Starting 

TABLE I1 

Wages, prices, unemployment and interest rates: vector AR representation 

Dependent variablea 
(standard errors in parentheses) 


Regressors Wt Pt ut Rt 


Standard error 0.0045 0.0028 0.0612 0.0050 
BP (significance) 1.80 4.92 9.58 8.25 

(0.772) (0.296) (0.048) (0.083) 
KS 0.06 0.07 0.08 0.09 

Note : 
a See Notes to Table I(a). 

with the first column of the Table, there is no indication of effects of lagged unemployment 
or interest rates on nominal wages, but there is some indication that lagged prices affect 
nominal wages. A more formal test of each of these hypotheses is contained in Table 
IV. Here we record the F-ratios to test whether nominal wages are Granger-caused by 
prices, unemployment, and interest rates, under various maintained hypotheses.7 In all 
cases, we find that the test that prices Granger-cause wages is short of statistical 
significance at the 5% level, but not by a great deal. There is no evidence from this 
table, however, that either unemployment or interest rates Granger-cause wages. 

The second column of Table I1 indicates statistically significant coefficients of interest 
rates and wages at one quarter and three quarter lags, respectively, in the regression for 
prices. The causality tests reported in Table IV provide strong evidence that nominal 
interest rates cause prices; this fact is robust to the inclusion of lagged wages and/or 
unemployment in the price equation. A similar conclusion emerges when we test for 
the significance of lagged wages in determining prices. However, the evidence that 
unemployment causes prices is weak. When interest rates and wages are excluded, the 
statistic for the test of causality from unemployment to prices is significant at conventional 
levels. However, maintaining the presence of lagged interest rates and wage rates, lagged 
unemployment terms add little to the precision of the forecast for prices. 
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The third column of Table I1 provides estimates of the coefficients of lagged prices, 
wages, and interest rates in the regression for unemployment. Again, the impact of 
lagged interest rate terms is immediately apparent. There are also relatively large, though 
imprecisely estimated, effects of lagged wages and prices on current unemployment rates. 
The test results in Table IV confirm Granger causality from interest rates to unemploy- 
ment, both with and without lagged wages and prices included in the unemployment 
regression. The causality tests for wages and prices are more ambiguous. When interest 
rates are excluded, wages and prices together and separately appear to cause unemploy- 
ment. However, with interest rates included, the opposite conclusion holds. Finally, it 
is interesting to observe that there is no strong tendency for lagged wages and prices to 
enter the unemployment regression with equal and opposite sign.8 There is however 
some indication that the sum of the coefficients of lagged wages and prices is zero, 
confirming the long run homogeneity of unemployment with respect to nominal wages 
and prices. 

The fourth column of Table I1 gives the estimated regression equation for interest 
rates. Inspection of the coefficient estimates suggests that lagged unemployment terms 
have a significant role in the time series representation of interest rates. Indeed, the 
tests in Table IV indicate that the null hypothesis of no causality from unemployment 
to interest rates is easily rejected, both in the presence and in the absence of lagged 
wage and price regressors. By the same token, the test statistic for joint causality from 
wages, prices, and unemployment to interest rates is highly significant. While taken 
individually, neither wages nor prices cause interest rates, in combination with unemploy- 
ment these two series add precision to the forecast of interest rates.g 

In many applications it is appropriate to consider employment rather than unemploy- 
ment in the analysis of the aggregate labour market. Although employment and unem- 
ployment are not precise mirror images, it is well known that they move in nearly equal, 
but opposite directions over time. While we do not report the results, our finding is that 
the substitution of employment for unemployment does not substantially alter any of 
the properties of the vector autoregression recorded in Table 11, or most of the conclusions 
from the causality tests in Table IV." Similarly, the Treasury Bill rate can be replaced 
by a longer term interest rate without any important qualitative differences. 

In Table I11 we provide estimates of the correlations among the innovations 
(residuals) from the regressions reported in Table 11. Given information on lagged 
values of nominal wages, prices, unemployment, and interest rates, these are the contem- 
poraneous correlations among the unpredicted "surprises" in each time series. Surpris- 
ingly, none of the correlations between innovations in wages, prices, or unemployment 
is very large or statistically significant. On the other hand, innovations in all three series 
are correlated with innovations in interest rates. The strongest correlation exists between 
innovations in unemployment and interest rates: the unpredicted parts of these two series 

TABLE I11 

Correlation matrix of innovations in vector AR 

Innovations ina 
W P U R 

Innovations: W 1.00 
in P -0.05 1.00 

U 0.03 0.05 1.00 
R -0.17 0.11 -0.32 1.00 

Note : 
"Residuals obtained from estimated equations reported in Table 11. The approxi- 
mate standard error of each correlation is 0.10. 
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TABLE IV 

Causality tests for wages, prices, unemployment and interest ratesa 

Test for Maintained Test Marginal 
Line no. causality of Byb lagged regressorsc statistic significanced 

1 W P - 2.09 0.090 
2 U - 0.10 0.992 
3 R - 0.26 0.928 
4 P7 U,R - 1.41 0.180 

Note : 
" All regressions cover 1956(1)-1980(1) and include linear and quadratic trends and quarterly dummy variables. 

The causality test statistic is an F-ratio for the null hypothesis that the coefficients of four lagged values of 
each of the variables in this column are jointly equal to zero. Four lagged values of the dependent variable 
are included in both the restricted and unrestricted regressions. 

In commputing the F-ratio, four lagged values of each of the variables in this column appear in both the 
restricted and unrestricted regressions. 

Probability of obtaining an F-ratio at least as large as the test statistic under the null hypothesis. A marginal 
significance level smaller than 0.05 indicates rejection of the null hypothesis at the 5% significance level. 

move in opposite directions, just as the level of both series move in opposite directions 
over the business cycle. As our previous analysis has shown, interest rates and unemploy- 
ment are closely linked, and this linkage apparently extends to the surprises in each series. 

To this point, we have presented our results in terms of nominal wages and prices. 
Somewhat different insights are gained by considering real rather than nominal wages. 
Tables V(a) and V(b) give a brief summary of the data analysis, recast in terms of real 
wages, prices, unemployment, and interest rates. Table V(a) presents the estimated 
univariate AR4, AR2 and ARMA (1,2) representations of real wages. Not surprisingly, 
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TABLE V(a) 

Univariate representations of the real wage 

Dependent variable: W -Pa 
(Standard errors in parentheses) 

Regressors (1) (2) (3) 

Standard error 0.0059 0.0063 0.0060 
BP (significance) 8.68 12.50 12.41 

(0.070) (0.052) (0.047) 
KS 0.12 0.15 0.10 

Note : 
a See Notes to Table I(a). 

TABLE V(b) 

Selected causality tests for real wagesa 

Test for causality Maintained lagged Test Marginal 
Line no. of real wages by: regressors: statistic significance 

Note : 
"See notes to Table IV. 

the representation of real wages is somewhere between the very low order AR for 
nominal wages and the higher order AR for prices. Neither of the estimated MA 
coefficients in the ARMA representation of real wages are significant at conventional 
levels, however, and the first difference of real wages is not far from a white noise 
process. 11  Table V(b) presents some selected causality tests for real wages. Neither 
prices nor unemployment cause real wages, alone or in the presence of lagged interest 
rates. However, the evidence for causality from interest rates to real wages is stronger. 
As with prices and unemployment, the forecast of real wages can be significantly improved 
by taking account of past movements in nominal interest rates. 

To conclude our empirical analysis, we investigate the appropriate representation 
of ex-post real interest rates in Table VI. The ex-post interest rate is defined as the 
difference between the nominal interest rate and the realized percentage increase in 
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TABLE VI 

Selected prediction tests for ex-post real interest ratesa 

Line no. 

Test for prediction 
of real interest 

rates by: 

Maintained 
lagged 

regressors 
Test 

statistic 
Marginal 

significance 

Note : 
a See Notes to Table IV. In computing the tests in this Table, lagged values of the 
dependnet variable are not included in the regressions. 

prices over the relevant holding period. By construction, ex-post interest rates differ 
from their anticipated or ex-ante counterparts by the amount of unexpected price 
increases over the holding period. Under the assumption of rational expictations, the 
deviation of ex-post and ex-ante real interest rates is therefore serially uncorrelated and 
orthogonal to information available at the start of the holding period.'2 It follows that 
tests of the lagged effects of W, P, U and R on the ex-post interest rate are interpretable 
as tests of the effects of these variables on its ex-ante counterpart, under the assumption 
of rational expectations.13 

The theoretically useful hypothesis that ex-ante real interest rates are constant was 
supported in early empirical work by Fama (1975). Under the assumption of rational 
expectations, this implies that ex-post real interest rates are composed of a constant term 
and a serially uncorrelated error. However, as has been reported by Mishkin (1981), 
we find that this hypothesis may be easily rejected in a sample that includes the post-1972 
period. In a regression for ex-post real interest rates that uses the 90 day Treasury Bill 
rate over the sample period 1956-1980, the marginal significance level of a pair of linear 
and quadratic trend terms is less than 0.1%. Furthermore, the hypothesis that the 
non-deterministic component of real interest rates is serially uncorrelated is easily 
rejected.14 

Prediction tests for ex-post real interest rates are reported in Table VI. Taken one 
variable at a time, lagged wages and prices have a statistically significant impact on the 
forecast error variance of ex-post interest rates. Lagged unemployment terms are not 
quite significant at the 5% level, while lagged nominal interest rates add very little to 
the regression for ex-post real rates. Similar conclusions emerge when lagged values of 
all other variables are maintained while computing the tests. However, maintaining the 
other variables, the marginal significance level of the test for the lagged effects of 
unemployment is greatly increased. The last three rows of the table report prediction 
tests for unemployment and nominal interest rates, individually and jointly, maintaining 
wages and prices in the representation of ex-post real rates. Under the assumption of 
rational expectations, these results indicate that the ex-ante real interest rate is a function 
of lagged nominal wages and lagged prices, but not of lagged unemployment or lagged 
nominal interest rates.'' 
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It it worth indicating that the conclusions from our data analysis of wages, prices, 
interest rates and unemployment are largely unaffected by considering only the quarterly 
U.S. time series data to the end of 1972. For the shorter sample, the estimated univariate 
representations are very similar to those reported in Table I(a) and I(b). Furthermore, 
most of the conclusions of the causality tests in Tables IV and V(b) are invariant to the 
choice of the shorter or longer sample period. The only qualitative change from Table 
IV is that there is much weaker evidence of causality from intere,st rates to prices and 
unemployment in the pre-1973 sample. The test results in Table V(b) are also representa- 
tive of those for the shorter period, although again the evidence for causality from 
interest rates to real wages is weaker in the pre-1973 data. 

On the other hand, the causality tests for ex-post real interest rates yield somewhat 
different results in the two sample periods. In particular, the evidence against the 
hypothesis that ex-ante (and ex-post) real interest rates are composed of deterministic 
components and a serially uncorrelated error is weaker in the earlier data. None of the 
prediction tests reported in Table VI are significant at the 5% level when the analysis 
is restricted to pre-1973 data. However, the strongest evidence continues to be that 
ex-post real interest rates are predicted by lagged wages and prices only. With the 
possible exception of the behaviour of real interest rates, we find that the conclusions 
from our analysis of 1956-1980 data are fair representations of the data in the early 
part of the sample. 

At this stage it is a straightforward matter to summarize the time series facts at our 
disposal. First, nominal wages are well represented by an AR1 and there is no evidence 
that they are Granger caused by unemployment or interest rates, while there is only 
weak evidence that they are caused by consumer prices. Second, consumer prices are 
better represented by a higher order AR process and there is strong evidence that this 
series is Granger caused by wages and interest rates. Third, unemployment and interest 
rates are also better represented as higher order AR processes, or alternatively, as low 
order mixed autoregressive moving average processes. Fourth, unemployment and 
interest rates Granger cause each other. Controlling for interest rates, lagged wages and 
prices do not seem to add to the precision of the forecast of unemployment, although 
they do have a significant impact on the forecast of interest rates. Fifth, innovations in 
wages, prices, and unemployment are essentially uncorrelated, while innovations in all 
three series are correlated with innovations in interest rates. Sixth, the real wage is 
reasonably described by a low order autoregressive process, or even as a random walk. 
There is no evidence of causality from prices or unemployment to real wages, but fairly 
strong evidence of causality from interest rates to real wages. Seventh, ex-post real 
interest rates are predicted by wages and prices but not by nominal interest rates or 
unemployment. Finally, all of the series we have investigated are characterized by a 
high degree of serial persistence. In fact, several series, most notably prices and real 
wages, exhibit largest roots quite close to unity. Innovations introduced into any of these 
series tend to persist for relatively long periods of time.16 

2. ALTERNATIVE MODELS OF THE LABOUR MARKET 

We next turn to the time series implications of several alternative models of the aggregate 
labour market. Prior to doing this it is worth observing that there are a number of 
anomalies in the time series representations set out in Tables I-VI that are going to pose 
problems for the explanatory power of most simple models of the labour market. First 
of all, as indicated earlier, nominal wages and prices do not enter the unemployment 
regression with equal and opposite coefficients at each lag. This characteristic is shared 
by the (unreported) employment equation in a vector autoregression of wages, prices, 
employment, and interest rates.17 One natural interpretation of such an equation is as 
a reduced form of a dynamic labour demand schedule where nominal wages and prices 
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are allowed separate coefficients.18 Under this interpretation, however, and abstracting 
from interest rate effects, the real wage should be driving employment and nominal 
wages and prices should enter the equation with equal but opposite coefficients. On the 
other hand, once current and expected future real interest rates are admitted into the 
labour demand equation, the coefficients of wages and prices are freed. Apparently, any 
simplified model that ignores the role of interest rates or otherwise fails to distinguish 
nominal wages and prices in the determination of employment and unemployment will 
be easily rejected by the data. 

Secondly, aggregative models of the labour market typically highlight the role of 
monetary forces in the explanation of unemployment, wages, and prices. As a con- 
sequence, perhaps for simplicity, many such models assume either that the real wage is 
deterministic, or that it is a serially uncorrelated random variable. It is clear that from 
our analysis in Table V, and from previous work by Neftci (1978), Sargent (1978), and 
Altonji and Ashenfelter (1980) that this characterization of the real wage process is 
simply inadequate. Since these "monetary" models of the business cycle are not intended 
to address the determination of real as opposed to nominal wage rates, they certainly 
cannot be faulted for this shortcoming. Nevertheless, this empirical feature of the time 
series process for real wages may be a clue that suggests that a more appropriate 
interaction of real and monetary forces will ultimately have to be addressed in a 
satisfactory model of the labour market and the business cycle. 

A. The intertemporal substitution theory of unemployment 

In this section we catalogue the implications of Lucas and Rapping's (1970) intertemporal 
substitution theory of unemployment for the time series representations of wages, prices, 
unemployment and interest rates. The basic hypothesis of this theory is that differences 
in the prices of consumption and leisure between the present and future periods induce 
workers to alter their supply of labour in the current period. The deviation of labour 
supply from its trend level is interpreted as a measure of individual unemployment. 
Cyclical movements in labour supply and unemployment are therefore attributed to 
(potentially misperceived) changes in real interest rates and real wage rates. In the spirit 
of the approach outlined in the introduction, we ask how this linkage between unemploy- 
ment and wages, prices and interest rates can be tested against the data as summarized 
by the unrestricted vector autoregressions presented in the previous section. 

The current labour supply decision of a worker can be written as a function of the 
discounted prices of consumption and leisure in each of the periods in his planning 
horizon.19 Adopting a log-linear approximation to this function, we assume that 

where ui, is the log of current (measured) individual unemployment, is the log of 
the nominal wage rate earned by individual i in period t +j, pt+] is the log of the price 
level in period t +j, Rt+j is the nominal interest rate in period t +j, bj and a j  are constants, 
Eitis the expectations operator conditional on information available to i at period t, and 
vit is an error term in individual unemployment.20 Observe that (R,+j -p,+j+l+pt+j) is 
just the real interest rate between periods t +j and t +j + 1. According to the intuitive 
argument given by Lucas and Rapping, the effect of current real wages on unemployment 
is negative (bo<O), while the effect of expected future real wage rates on current 
unemployment is positive. The sign pattern of the a j  is unrestricted, although if current 
leisure is a substitute for leisure and consumption in every future period, then the a j  are 
positive and non-increasing in absolute value. It is useful as well as traditional, and 
perhaps empirically harmless in the analysis of business cycle movements in unemploy- 
ment, to simplify equation (1) by assuming that the elasticity of labour supply with respect 
to permanent increases in real wage rates is 0. In that case, Cjbj =0, and the first 
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summation in (1) can be replaced by 

where 
* 

W i t  -pT = -(l/bo) Cj=lbjEit(wir+j-prtj) 

has the interpretation of a long run average expected future real wage rate. In previous 
studies by Sargent (1973) and Altonji and Ashenfelter (1980), and in Lucas and Rapping's 
original empirical work, the effects of current and exected future real interest rates on 
current unemployment were neglected, and tests of the intertemporal substitution 
hypothesis involved regressions of current unemployment on expressions like (2). 

To explore the empirical implications of the hypothesis described by (1) we need 
to specify the formation of individual expectations and the nature of the error term in 
the unemployment function. Throughout, we assume that aggregate nominal wages, 
prices, and interest rates follow a vector autoregression. Furthermore, we assume that 
the individual wage rate wit differs from the aggregate by a fixed effect wi and a serially 
uncorrelated error zit: 

Finally, we assume that the individuals' expectations are formed rationally, and that 
individuals' information sets include wit, wi, p,, and R,, and past values of the relevant 
aggregate variables. 

A simplified basis case 

As a basis case, consider a model in which the expected real interest rate is deterministic 
and the aggregate real wage can be adequately forecast from its own lagged values and 
lagged values of the nominal interest ratee21 For the period from the early 1950s to the 
early 1970s, empirical work by Fama (1975) and Mishkin (1981) suggests that anticipated 
real interest rates did not depart significantly from a constant.22 Likewise, at least in 
systems including only real wages and employment or unemployment, the evidence of 
previous studies is that real wages are reasonably forecast from their own lagged values 
(Sargent (1978), Altonji and Ashenfelter (1980)). Our own results in Table V suggest 
that in fact forecasts of the aggregate real wage can be significantly improved by taking 
into account the effects of lagged nominal interest rates. However, maintaining interest 
rates, unemployment and prices add very little to the precision of the forecasts. Con- 
sequently, this basis case may be a reasonable framework for initial empirical testing, 
at least over this particular period. 

In this simplified framework, the intertemporal substitution hypothesis can be represen- 
ted by the set of equations consisting of 

equation (3), and the autoregressive processes generating real wages, interest rates, and 
prices. By assumption, the deviation of current individual real wages from aggregate real 
wages is transitory (normalized for fixed effects). An individual's forecast of his own 
normalized real wage rate in any future period coincides with his forecast of the aggregate 
real wage rate in that period. If the reduced form for aggregate real wages includes k 
lags of real wages and interest rates, then 

where rw, = w, -p,, and {cj} and {dj} are sets of coefficients, Individuals have three pieces 
of information with which to update their expectation of the current aggregate real wage: 
their own wage rate wij, the aggregate price level p,, and the current nominal interest 
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rate R,. Assuming that this information is used to form linear forecasts, 

Ei,(rw,) =El-l(rwl) +4l(wir -Et-l(wt)) +&(PI -Et-l(P,)) +43(Rt -E,-l(Rt)) 

for a set of coefficients 41,42, and 43, where is the expectations operator conditional 
on information dates t -1and earliereZ3 If the variance of the individual shock to wages 
is zero, then individuals have complete information on current aggregate real wages and 
41= -42 = 1, while 43=0. Otherwise, 0 <gl<1. Upon substitution, individual un- 
employment in the current period is given by: 

or, after aggregation, 

where z, is the aggregate innovation in wages, el is the innovation in prices, x, is the 
innovation in nominal interest rates, and v, is the average of the vi,. Individual unemploy- 
ment is a distributed lag on aggregate real wages and interest rates, plus the sum of the 
error term vi, and linear combinations of the current innovations in individual wages, 
interest rates, and prices. Aggregate unemployment is a function of k lags of real wages 
and nominal interest rates, plus an error term composed of combinations of the aggregate 
innovations in wages, interest rates, and prices. 

The implications of the basis case version of the intertemporal substitution hypothesis 
for the behaviour of real wages, prices and unemployment are summarized in Table T-1. 
Depending on the error term vi, and the real wage forecasting equation, the implications 
are more or less easily tested against the unrestricted vector autoregressions and causality 
tests in the previous section. For example, if vi, is serially uncorrelated, then we can 
conclude from (4) that prices do not cause unemployment, maintaining k lags of real 

TABLE T-1 

Implications of the intertemporal substitution hypothesis: Basis case 

Assumptions Implications 

(1) errors in individual (a) 
unemployment serially 
uncorrelated 

real wage forecast by 
univatiate AR 

(i) prices and interest rates fail to cause 
unemployment, maintaining real wages. 

(ii) lagged unemployment does not improve the 
forecast of unemployment, maintaining 
lagged real wages. 

(b) real wages caused by 
interest rates 

(i) 

(ii) 

prices fail to cause unemployment, 
maintaining real wages and interest rates. 
lagged unemployment does not improve the 
forecast of unemployment, maintaining 
lagged real wages and interest rates. 

(2) errors in individual (a) 
unemployment AR(h) 

real wage caused by 
interest rates 

(i) unemployment is a distributed lag on real 
wages, interest rates, prices, and h !ags of 
unemployment. 
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wages and interest rates in the unemployment regression, since e,, z ,  z, and zit are all 
uncorrelated with lagged prices.24 In fact, this implication is consistent with the aggregate 
time series evidence." More generally, if vi, is serially uncorrelated, then the only 
variables in the reduced form for unemployment are those that enter the forecasting 
equation for real wages. Thus the causality from interest rates to unemployment noted 
in Table IV is consistent with the theory and the fact that interest rates help to predict 
real wages. On the other hand, lagged unemployment terms are included in the unemploy- 
ment equation only the the extent that unemployment Granger causes real wages. Since 
causality from unemployment to real wages is easily rejected in Table IV, the implication 
of serially uncorrelated labour supply errors is that lagged unemployment terms should 
not improve the forecast error of the unemployment regression, maintaining lagged real 
wages and nominal interest rates. As indicated in Table 11, however, three out of four 
lagged unemployment terms are highly significant in the unrestricted reduced form for 
unemployment. 

On the other hand, if the vi, are serially correlated, the implications of the theory 
are less transparent. If, for example, vi, follows an hth order autoregression of the form: 

for qi, serially uncorrelated, and if the parameters of the lag operator H ( L )  are common 
to all individuals, then (4) and (4a) can be pre-multiplied by H ( L )  to give current 
unemployment as a function of lagged unemployment, lagged real wages, lagged interest 
rates, lagged prices, and a serially uncorrelated error. While the theory continues to 
generate cross equation restrictions between the unemployment equation and the reduced 
form equations for real wages and interest rates, as Table T-1 indicates there are no 
simple exclusion restrictions on the system that we can verify against the data as 
summarized in Section 1. 

While it is clear that the most restricted versions of the basis case are rejected by 
the data, the simple addition of serial correlation in the labour supply errors makes it 
more difficult to test the theory. We conclude that further research effort will be required 
to assess the empirical support for even this basis case version of the intertemporal 
substitution hypothesis so long as serial correlation in the labour supply errors is taken 
to be a reasonable hypothesis for the explanation of persistence in the aggregate unem- 
ployment rateeZ6 Since the goal of most business cycle theories is to explain this persistence 
without resort to ad hoc assumptions about microeconomic behaviour, however, we 
would not count this as a particularly successful feature of the simplified intertemporal 
substitution model. 

The general case 

Evidence on both realized and anticipated real interest rates suggest that their levels 
have not been constant throughout, the decade after 1970.'~ The impact of expected 
real interest rates on current unemployment is therefore a potentially significant factor 
in tests of the intertemporal substitution hypothesis. Next, we derive from equation (1) 
the representation of current unemployment assuming that real wages are forecast as 
part of a vector autoregressive system, and without the assumption that expected real 
interest rates are constant. Not surprisingly, there are relatively few conclusions that 
can be drawn from the simple data analysis of the first section for this more general 
specification of the intertemporal substitution hypothesis. 

Suppose that aggregate nominal wages, prices and nominal interest rates are gener- 
ated by a vector autoregressive system that includes at most k lags of each variable and 
k lags of the unemployment rate in each equation. Individual unemployment is generated 
by (I),  taking as given the processes for w,, p,, and R,. For simplicity, we assume that 
the individual specific errors uit are serially uncorrelated. This allows us to postulate a 
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solution for wages, prices, interest rates, and unemployment of the form: 

y, =Ay,-I +el 

where 

Y: = (wt, wt-1, . . . ,Wt-k+l, Pt, . . . ,PI-k+l, RfY . . . ,Rt-k+l, UfY. . . ,~t-k+l), 

and 

e: = (el,, O,O,. . . ,ez,, O,O,. . . ,e30 0,O, . . . ,e4,,0,0,. . . ,0) ,  

is a vector of serially uncorrelated innovations, and A is a 4k x 4k matrix of coefficients. 
The 4k coefficients in the row of A corresponding to u, are treated as undetermined. 
Since Ei,(wi,+j) =Eit(w,+j) for j >0, (1) can be expressed as: 

it =bo(wit -pt) +O1Eit(yt)+ it ( 5 )  

for a vector of coefficients 8 = (81,. . . ,84k) whose elements are functions of {bj}, {aj}, 
and the elements of A. Taking expectations conditional on information available at time 
t -1, and noting that Et-l(uif) =E,-l(u,), we obtain: 

Et-l(u,) =bo(Et-l(w, -pt)) +@'Et-l(yt). (6) 

Since E,-l(u,), E,-l(w,), E,-l(p,), and E,-l(y,) are all functions of A Y , - ~ ,  for (6) to hold 
identically in y,-I A must satisfy a set of 4k restrictions. Given the coefficients of the 
autoregressive system generating w,, p,, and R,, the coefficients of the unemployment 
equation are determined by (6). 

While the force of the cross equation restrictions imposed by the general model of 
intertemporal substitution is not transparent, several conclusions are possible with respect 
to the vector autoregressive system of wages, prices, interest rates and unemployment. 
First, and fundamentally, Granger causality of unemployment by any variable not directly 
useful in predicting either real wages or real interest rates is ruled outeZ3 Alternatively, 
assuming that the vi, are serially uncorrelated, lagged unemployment terms should enter 
the regression for unemployment only to the extent that they help to predict real wages 
or real interest rates. As we have seen in Tables V(b) and VI, there is no evidence that 
unemployment helps predict either variable. We therefore conclude that the intertem- 
poral substitution hypothesis by itself is not capable of describing the aggregate time 
series data on wages, prices, interest rates and unemployment. On the other hand, by 
augmenting the model with serial correlation in individual labour supply it may be 
possible to set out a version of the intertemporal substitution model that is consistent 
with the data we have presented in the first section of this paper. A definitive assessment 
of this possibility requires an alternative research strategy that concentrates on the cross 
equation (rather than the exclusion) restrictions of the model. 

B. Long term wage contracts and unemployment 

For the purposes of discussing the role of monetary policy in the determination of 
aggregate employment and unemployment, models with sticky wages or prices appear 
to be the leading alternative contenders to the intertemporal substitution f rame~ork . '~  
Models that incorporate what are interpreted to be long term contracts have a plausibility 
based on the observation of the apparent existence of such contracts, and they have 
been advanced by Fischer (1977) and Taylor ( 1 9 8 0 ~ )  among others. The set-up due to 
Taylor is a remarkably clear example of the kind of testable model that delivers the 
concise ARMA representations that may be so easily contrasted with the "facts" in 
Tables I-VI. Although far from identical, Taylor's set-up has many of the same implica- 
tions for the data as does Fischer's, and so we restrict attention here to the examination 
of the former. 

mailto:@'Et-l(yt)
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Taylor assumes that all workers are employed in N-period flxed nominal wage 
contracts and concentrates on how these wages may be set in the face of a known money 
supply feedback rule and rational expectations. For the fraction of workers in the labour 
force whose wages are set in period t, the (logarithm of the) wage is x, for the next N 
periods. Assuming a uniform distribution of contract expirations, the average nominal 
observed wage w, is a simple moving average of current and past x,'s: 

where the N -1 order lag polynomial has all coefficients equal to 1/N. Taylor assumes 
that the nominal wage established in t depends on nominal wages established in the 
previous (N-1)periods, on expectations of nominal wages to be established in the next 
(N -1) periods, and on the expected state of aggregate demand over the life of the 
contract. Let B(L)be a lag polynomial or order (N-1)with B ( l )=i, let el represent 
a measure of aggregate demand in period t, and let i?, =E,-l(e,),and x̂ , =E,-l(x,).Taylor 
assumes that xt is established according to 

where h >0 gives the response of the negotiated wage in t to average expected aggregate 
demand over the life of the contract, and 2 ,  is a serially uncorrelated error.30 Note that 
the weights applied to negotiated wages k periods in the past and expected negotiated 
wages kl periods in the future are equal. The requirement that the coefficients of B(L)  
sum to 5 implies that the symmetric polynomial B ( L )  +B(L-l) has coefficients that sum 
to unity. 

The model is closed by adding a quantity theoretic aggregate demand equation 
relating e, to w,. A simple formulation is 

where v, is a white noise error and y <O reflects the fact that in the absence of full 
accommodation by the monetary authority, higher average nominal wages reduce the 
level of aggregate demand. Substituting (9)into ( S ) ,  taking expectations at t -1, and 
noting that xtPk= for k >0, we obtain a difference equation in it: 

Now D ( L ) D ( L - I )  is a symmetric polynomial and can be written as 

D ( L ) D ( L - l )  = I / N  +C(L)+C(L- l ) ,  (11) 

where C(L) is a one sided polynomial or order N - 1  with a zero constant term. 
Substituting (11)into (10)and re-arranging, we have: 

0 = +{yh/N-{B(L)+yhC(L)}2, +{B(L-l) +y h ~ ( ~ - l ) } x ^ ,  l}x^, 

=B*(L)x, (12) 

where B *(L)  is a polynomial with leads and lags to order N -1. Since B*(L)is constructed 
to be symmetric, there exists 0 # 0 and a one sided polynomial A ( L )or order N -1 with 
a unit constant term and all roots less than or equal to 1 in modulus such that 

B*(L)=~ A ( L ) A ( L - l ) .  

Substituting into (12)and dividing by A(L-') gives a solution for 2, in terms of past 
values alone: 
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From equation (8) it is evident that x, and itdiffer by z,. Since x , - ~= for k >0, 

which gives the reduced form solution for the contract wage at time t. 
The coefficients of A(L) depend on the coefficients of B(L) and the parameters y 

and h. To obtain an expression for the aggregate observed wage, pre-multiply (13)by 
D(L) to obtain 

A(L)W,=D(L)z,. 	 (14) 

The time series representation of aggregate demand follows by substituting (14) into (9). 
The empirical implications of Taylor's model are summarized in Table T-2. First, 

as (14) indicates, the nominal aggregate wage has a concise univariate ARMA representa- 
tion, with the order of both the AR and MA parts equal to the legnth of the underlying 

TABLE T-2 

Implications of Taylor's overlapping contracts model 

Assumptions 	 Implications 

1. 	 N period contracts; errors in wage setting (i) aggregate nominal wages follow ARMA(N, N).  MA 
and aggregate demand equations serially part is an unweighted moving average (1 +L +L~+ 
uncorrelated. . .). 

(ii) unemployment follows ARMA(N, N )  with same AR 
part as nominal wages. 

(iii) unit root in AR part of nominal wages if and only if 
full accommodation or no dampening effect of 
unemployment on wage demands. 

(iv) 	 unemployment fails to cause current wage settlements 

2. 	 N period contracts; errors in wage setting (i) aggregate nominal wages follows ARMA(N, N +K) .  
and aggregate demand equations MA(K). 

(ii) unemployment follows ARMA (N, N + K )  with same 
AR part as nominal wages. 

(iii) unit root in AR part of nominal wages if and only if 
full accommodation or no dampening effect of 
unemployment on wage demands. 

(iv) unemployment fails to cause current wage settlements 

contract^.^' Second, by assumption, aggregate demand (or unemployment) has the same 
basic stochastic structure as nominal wages and prices. Third, the AR coefficients of the 
nominal wage process are closely linked to the product of the structural parameters y 
and h. If neither y nor h is zero, then all roots of A(L) are less than one in modulus. 
On the other hand, yh =0 implies and is implied by a unit root in the polynomial A(L).~'  
If workers fail to consider the aggregate consequences of their wage demands, or if the 
monetary authority fully accommodates their wage demands, then the nominal wage 
process will be non-stationary. 

A fourth implication of Taylor's model is that aggregate demand fails to Granger- 
cause x,, the level of nominal wages established in currently negotiated contracts. This 
is a simple consequence of the rational expectations of wage setters: information on past 
levels of all variables is incorporated into the current decision, and the innovation in x, 
is therefore orthogonal to for k >0. However, since w,  is an average of past x,, and 
since x, is in general correlated with e,, aggregate wages may be Granger caused by 
aggregate demand. 
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At this juncture it is worthwhile pointing out the robustness of most of these 
implications to the specification of the model. First, as noted by Taylor, the shocks v, 
and z, may be serially correlated. This has the effect of adding a term in the forecasts 
of v, and 2 , v^, and 2, respectively, to the right-hand side of (12). The solution of the 
model can then be written as: 

which differs from (13) by the addition of a possibly serially correlated error. Clearly 
none of the basic properties of the simpler model are lost. 

A second possible modification is to replace the relative wage setting rule (8) by a 
purely forward looking real wage setting rule.33 The average expected price level over 
the life of the contract is D(L-')$(. Suppose that currently negotiated wages are set 
according to 

X, =D(L-I)$, +~D(L-')$, +z,. ( 8 4  

This implies that current wages are set to achieve an expected real wage target, modified 
to the extent that anticipated aggregate demand deviates from trend. Substituting for 
the definitions of average wages and excess demand, (8a) leads to an expression exactly 
analogous to (12). The switch from relative to real wage setting leaves the model 
essentially unchanged. 

It will by now be obvious that this model is going to have a hard time explaining 
the "facts". First, as Table I(b) indicates, we can find. no evidence of moving average 
errors in even an AR1 representation of nominal wages. The presence of such moving 
average errors is also implied by Fischer's overlapping contracts set-up, and seems to 
be a fairly broad implication of the presence of overlapping wage contracts of the type 
that it is usually suggested do exist. Our empirical results imply either that these contracts 
are not very prevalent, or that they take a different form than is usually suggested.34 
Likewise, since the "facts" suggest that an AR1 adequately describes the quarterly wage 
data, if overlapping contracts of the type suggested by Taylor are actually prevalent, 
then they must be very short (that is, of two quarters duration or less). 

Perhaps a more fundamental difficulty still is our finding that the stochastic structure 
of the nominal wage process differs strongly from the stochastic structure of both prices 
and unemployment. Taylor and Fischer set out models in which the real wage is constant 
and then derive the implication that unemployment has the same basic ARMA structure 
as wages. A more reasonable empirical statement is that unemployment has the same 
basic ARMA structure as prices, and that neither of these series have much in common 
with nominal wages.3s In fact, in testing the implications of the model represented by (7), 
(8)and (9), Taylor ( 1 9 8 0 ~ )  analyses detrended real output andprices, rather than nominal 
wages. 

On the other hand, the strict relationship between prices, wages, and unemployment 
(or output) can be untied by the addition of serially correlated errors to (9) and the price 
equation, as in Taylor (1979). As a simple example, consider a wage-price and output 
system composed of (7), @a), an equation for prices 

Pi = wi + $l(L)tt, 
and a modification of (9): 

e, = ypf+ *2(L)vt. 

Here, *'(L) and *2(L) are lag polynomials, and 5, and v, are serially uncorrelated errors. 
As before, the model can be reduced to a difference equation involving a symmetric 
polynomial in $, and various combinations of the past shocks as forcing variables. For 
simplicity, write the solution (after appropriate factorization of the symmetric polynomial) 
as : 

A(L)wt =Dl(L)zt +Dz(L)tt +D3(L)vt. (16) 
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Substituting (16) into (15) and (9a) gives the univariate autoregressive and moving average 
reduced forms for prices and aggregate demand. 

The implications of the model for the reduced forms in Section I depend on the form 
of the polynomials and $2. For instance, Taylor (1980b) assumes $l(L) = (1 - p l ~ ) - l ,  
which implies that the real wage is an AR1. Our results in Table I(b) suggest A(L) = 
(1 -p2L), with a serially uncorrelated error in the right hand side of (16). It is eas to see 
that these generate an ARMA (2, 1) for prices of potentially the "right shape,"36Y While 
a general specification of the errors in labour supply makes it difficult to test the 
implications of the intertemporal substitution hypothesis by the simple methods in this 
paper, a general specification of the price-setting and aggregate demand equations in a 
long term contracting model has the same effect in that model. It remains to be seen 
whether a parsimonious version of either model can be made consistent with the aggregate 
data on wages, prices, and unemployment.37 

3. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

In this paper we have tried to emphasize the usefulness of setting out the unrestricted 
final forms of the time series data that form the endogenous variables in models of the 
aggregate labour market before proceeding to the elaborate fitting to the data of models 
that incorporate strong prior information on these final forms. A decade ago this would 
have been akin to urging that the unrestricted reduced forms of aggregate models of the 
labour market be fitted to the data and scrutinized before strong prior information in 
the form of structural exclusion restrictions was imposed.38 The factual turn of events 
during the 1970s has finally turned attention to truly dynamic models, and this has 
likewise turned attention to the dynamic final form representations of time series 
variables. 

Our approach is to first catalogue the "facts", which we take to be the univariate 
and vector autoregressive and moving average representations of the time series data 
on unemployment, nominal wages, consumer prices and nominal interest rates, together 
with the maximal set of exclusion restrictions with which these data are consistent. The 
next step is to catalogue the implications of the various models that deliver linear ARMA 
representations of the time series data, and then to compare these implications against 
the "facts". From the point of view of this research strategy, the regressions reported 
in Tables I-VI provide the data that challenge any proposed model that purports to 
explain the time series behaviour of the aggregate labour market. 

As we have seen, this challenge is a formidable one. Neither parsimonious models 
based on intertemporal substitution in labour supply with imperfect information, nor 
explicit models of wage and price stickiness seem to be consistent with the data. This 
suggests that there is a large agenda for further research. First, it may be useful to 
more carefully explore the temporal stability of the results in Tables I-VI. One important 
message of existing models is that the reduced form representations of various time 
series variables may not be invariant to changes in public policy. Further data analysis 
would afford the opportunity to both explore the data and test this proposition. Second, 
it is important to catalogue and compare in more detail the time series implications of 
the theoretical models examined here, simple modifications of these models, and other 
models that exist in the literature or have been suggested. 

It is remarkable that the debate over the role of the effectiveness of demand 
management policies has thus far been carried out in the context of models for which 
very little in the way of empirical support exists. It is perhaps not very surprising that 
neither academics nor public officials have thus far listened very carefully to it. 

APPENDIX 

Data definitions and sources: 
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Definitions and Sources of the variables in Tables I-IV are as follows: 

W =	average hourly earnings in manufacturing, excluding overtime and unadjusted 
for industry composition 

Source : Citibase. 

P =Consumer price index, wage earners and clerical workers (CPI-W), 1967 = 
100. 

Source :Citibase. 

U =unemployment rate, all civilian workers, not seasonally adjusted. 

Source : Business Statistics : Supplement to the Survey of Current Business. Washington: 
Department of Commerce, 1979 and Survey of Current Business various issues. 

R =yield on U.S. Government 3-month Treasury Bills (rate on new issues). 

Source : Citibase. 

We are indebted to Willem Buiter for a number of helpful discussions during the preparation of this 
paper, and to the Editor and two referees for their comments and suggestions. 

NOTES 
1. See particularly Granger (19691, Sims 119801, Sargent (1976), Hendry (1980) and Wallis (1980). 
2. It is worth observing that these are representations for the stochastic parts of the various time series 

only. Deterministic parts of the time series are typically represented by non-stochastic trends that are removed 
from the data before or during the analysis. 

3. In using this methodology it is important to recognize that theories about the deterministic movement 
of the variables are not being tested. In effect, what is being offered are tests of explanations for what once 
was called the Trade Cycle, and they leave open the question of what determines the long run average levels 
of labour market variables. As a result, much of this research differs sharply in style from the continuing 
Keynesian tradition of analysing the determinants of long run slack in the labour market. Keynes himself 
wrote in his Trade Cycle chapter of the General Theory that "Since we claim to have shown in the preceding 
chapters what determines the volume of employment at any time, it follows, if we are right, that our theory 
must be capable of explaining the phenomenon of the Trade Cycle.. .", but concludes that "to develop this 
thesis would occupy a book rather than a chapter, and would require a close examination of the facts." Keynes 
(1936), p. 313. 

4. While we only present data for short (90 day) interest rates, the qualitative properties of time series 
of longer term bond rates (1 year and 3 year Treasury bonds) are very similar. 

5. In Table I(b) we adopt the sign convention that a positive MA (1) coefficient indicates that the lagged 
white noise error enters positively into the current composite residual. 

6. We are aware of the difficulty of testing the null hypothesis of a largest root equal to unity. Fuller 
(1976) shows that under the null, in a regression that includes constant and trend, the test statistic is biased 
towards rejection of the null in favour of the alternative of stationarity. 

7. We use the (admittedly imprecise) phase "X Granger causes Y" when lagged values of X improve 
the prediction of Y, maintaining the effects of lagged values of Y as predictors. See Granger (1959). We 
implement this definition by the usual F-rate for a joint test of the effects of lagged X's on Y. 

8. Excluding interest rates, the F-statistic for the null hypothesis that wages and prices have equal and 
opposite coefficients at each lag has a marginal significance level of 0.01. Maintains interest rates, the marginal 
significance level of the test statistic is 0.22. 

9. Further investigation reveals that causality from prices to interest rates is stronger, the longer the 
term of the interest rate being considered. For 90 day Treasury Bills, the F-statistic is 0.58. For one year 
Treasury Bonds, the statistic is 1.30, and for three year Treasury Bonds, the statistic is 2.16. 

10. The only difference in the conclusions from the causality tests is that wages and prices (together and 
separately) Granger-cause employment, controlling for the effects of lagged interest rates. 

11. This is consistent with Altonji and Ashenfelter's (1980) conclusion from seasonally adjusted 
aggregate quarterly data, and also with MaCurdy's (1982) analysis of individual longitudinal data. Tests of the 
hypothesis that the first difference of real wages is serially uncorrelated (apart from deterministic components) 
yield a Box-Pierce statistic with a marginal significance level of 0.07, and a Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistic of 
0.13, which is just significant at the 5% level. MaCurdy's analysis of microeconomic data suggests that 
aggregation biases are not the source of this phenomenon. He finds that an ARMA (1,2) representation of the 
annual real wage process, with an AR coefficient very close to unity, gives a good fit to the data. 
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12. This point has been exploited in previous empirical work by Fama (1975)and Mishkin (1981). 
13. Let E ,  denote expectations conditional on information at t. The ex-ante real interest rate is 

r, =R ,  - (E,P,+l -p,) and the ex-post real interest rate is r f  = R ,  - ( P , + ~-p,). The deviation of ex-ante and 
ex-post rates is r f  -r, = E,P ,+~-p,+'. Since 

the reduced forms for r, and rT (in terms of variables dated t - 1 and earlier) are identical. Furthermore, the 
innovation in r, is an exact linear combination of innovations in R,, p, and the variables used to predict p,. 
Finally, the reduced forms for r, and r, include only those variables needed to predict R ,  and p,. For our 
purposes, these include lagged values of p, U, W, and R .  

The tests we report are convenient because of the ease of their computation and interpretation. They 
may not be the most powerful since they ignore the structure of price forecasts implicit in the data under the 
rational expectations hypothesis. 

14. The Box-Pierce and Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistics for this hypothesis are both significant at the 1 
percent level. For the sample period 1956-1972, linear and quadratic trend terms are also jointly significant 
in a regression for ex-post real interest rates. However, there is weaker evidence that the non-deterministic 
component of ex-post real rates is serially correlated over this period. 

15. These results are not inconsistent with a recent and interesting analysis of real interest rates by 
Litterman and Weiss (1981). They test and accept the hypothesis that the reduced form for ex-post real 
interest rates is consistent with a univariate representation for ex-ante real interest rates. Their tests exploit 
the implied cross-equation restrictions on the observable vector autoregression implied by the hypothesis. 

16. Although we do not give the moving average representations associated with the vector autoregression 
in Table 11, we have found that they tend to exhibit cycles of 16 to 20 quarters, and only fairly weak dampening. 

17. The F-statistic for the hypothesis of equal and opposite coefficients has a marginal significance level 
of 0.13, maintaining lagged nominal interest rates. 

18. In fact, this is precisely a generalization of the results reported by Neftci (1978)and the interpretation 
offered by Sargent (1978)of those results. Geary and Kennan (1979)have observed that Sargent's interpretation 
has some obvious problems, since the price level should in this case be a measure of the producer price index, 
rather than the consumer price index. However, we have found that entering both the wholesale and consumer 
price indexes into the employment equation leads us to reject any causal role for wholesale prices, while 
retaining the consumer price index. 

19. For simplicity we neglect the impact of current wealth, although in principle it is a legitimate argument 
of the labour supply function. 

20. Equation (1)is easily derived by writing the unemployment of i in period t as a function of discounted 
wages and prices in each of the periods in his planning horizon and then using the homogeneity of the demand 
function to divide through by the current price level. For example, see Sargent (1979),pp. 366-370. 

21. This is formally expressed in the requirement that none of the variables in our system except interest 
rates Granger cause real wages. 

22. Our own results do not reject the hypothesis of a deterministic anticipated real interest rate over 
this period. 

23. Assuming the joint normality of z,, and the innovations in aggregate nominal wages, interest rates 
and prices, the coefficients 4,  i2,and 43 are easily derived from the expression for the conditional mean of 
the innovation in aggregate wages, given the other three (see for example Dhrymes (1970),pp. 16-18). More 
generally, E can be interpreted as a linear least squares projection operator, and the 4, as population regression 
coefficients that minimize the mean square forecast error of the innovation in aggregate real wages, given 
aggregate prices, interest rates, and individual wages (see Sargent (1979),Chapter X). 

24. These implications are very similar to the set of implications tested and rejected in early empirical 
work by Sargent (1973)and Nelson (1981). 

25. The marginal significance level of the test statistic is 0.18. 
26. This is an issue that could usefully be studied with longitudinal microeconomic data. This research 

has just been started in recent years. See, for example, MaCurdy (1981). 
27. See for example Mishkin (1981). 
28. This conclusion is false if the vi, are serially correlated. 
29. See for instance, Lucas' discussion of these two competing views in Lucas (1981). 
30. B(L-') and D(L-') are polynomials in the lead operator L-'. 
31. Note that the MA error D ( L ) z ,is non-invariable since D ( L )has all roots on the unit circle. 
32. Recall B * ( L )= OA(L)(L-I). Note that B * ( l )  is the sum of the coefficients of the polynomial B*.  

It is easy to show C ( 1 )= :(I - 1 / N ) , and since B ( l )= T ,  B ( l )= yh. If A ( L )  has a unit root then A ( 1 )= 0 so 
B ( l )= B A ( l ) A ( l )= 0 ,  which implies yh = 0. 

33. This suggestion is pursued in Buiter and Jewitt (1981). 
34. See Barro (1977)for a discussion of how optimal overlapping contracts would be constructed and 

how they contrast with the type of contracts suggested by Taylor and Fischer. 
35. Although it is not quite true that unemployment and prices have the same ARMA representations- 

see Table I(b). 
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36. Write (15) as: 

(1-PlL)pt = (l-PlL)w,+[t, 
and suppose (16) can be written as: 

(1 -pzL)w, =2,. 

With appropriate substitutions, we obtain 

(1-PlLl(1 -pzL)p, = (1-P I L ) ~ ,+ (1-PzL)~,.  

37. Taylor (19806) reports estimation results for an extended specification of his model on quarterly U.S. 
data. He gives no indication of the fit of the models relative to an unconstrained regression, however. 
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